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Abstract
Applying new technologies with their effective potentials have changed education and, consequently, the L2
teacher role. Coping with online materials imposes the necessity of employing Web-based approaches in L2
instruction. The ability to use reading strategies in a Web-based condition needs sufficient skill which will be
fulfilled if it is integrated in pedagogy. The main focus of the present study was to investigate the efficiency of
teaching reading strategies in a Web-based condition to Iranian EFL learners. Thirty L2 learners at
upper-intermediate level from an English institute in Isfahan were selected as the experimental group. The group
received a 20-hr reading strategy training in Web-based condition. Participants were taught 4 general reading
strategies which were practiced through 3 stages of cognitive theory: cognitive, associative, and autonomous
proposed by Anderson (1993). The instruments included a pre/posttest of hypertext reading comprehension, a
pre/posttraining questionnaire for assessing the participants’ familiarity with general reading strategies, a
pre/posttest of reading comprehension, and an attitude questionnaire towards Web-based reading strategy
instruction. Findings indicated that after reading strategy program, the participants’ frequent usage of each
reading strategy increased significantly and, consequently, they performed better at the reading tasks in
Web-based and conventional conditions. Furthermore, the group had positive attitudes towards Web-based
reading strategy instruction.
Keywords: reading strategy, hypertext reading strategy, hypertext, note-taking strategy, inferring strategy,
context clues, skimming
1. Introduction
The widespread use of Web-based approaches in instruction makes learning and teaching via the Web something
new and a controversial issue in education (Ferdig, 2005). As an educational tool, technology offers a number of
applications in and outside the classroom. The application of computers in teaching reading “is an important and
essentially unexplored field” (National Reading Panel, 2000, p. 23). Additionally, Web-based environments have
been widely supported by research in L2 reading because they promote active learning. According to
Schmare-Dobler (2003), L2 learners’ strategies usage in reading printed texts highlight obvious similarity with
those they apply while reading the hypertext. Research shows that L2 learners apply a number of strategies
during hypertext reading through the Internet. These strategies consist of related nodes, skimming strategy, note
taking by hand, summing the information up, and relying upon former knowledge.
Although reading hypertext seems to be a requirement in fulfilling academic success for L2 learners, little
attention had been drawn to its importance. Cunningham (1999) explained some reasons for supporting the
importance of integrating the Internet into pedagogy. First, the Internet makes a condition for individual learning
as needed. Second, it is considered as a practical medium for improving learning skills. Finally, it provides a vast
amount of information in every field.
In a Web-based condition, L2 students are more interested and motivated to learn English because it presents
various tools to improve reading skills. Students can use online dictionaries; they can check the pronunciation of
unfamiliar words; they can find a plethora of reading texts according to their levels, needs, and interests; they
can check the results of the exercises after they are done and other variable like font size, color, and type that can
influence their learning process. Research shows that learners generally have a positive opinion towards L2
reading strategy instruction via a Web-based condition.
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However, in online traveling, L2 learners face many texts and media, but because of lacking useful reading
strategies, they just skip the reading texts and divert their attention towards the entertainments; besides, difficulty
of hypertext reading (i.e., the pages provided on the different nodes of the hyperlink) in comparison with linear
text reading makes it more challenging for L2 learners because hypertext requires heavier cognitive strategy than
linear reading, meaning that the reader must do different tasks at the same time: as the reader, he or she must
know how to find the information, decide how to follow the next steps, and keep the previous track as he or she
progresses through different nodes of the network (Keep, McLaughlin, & Parmer, 2000). This is also a problem
most L2 learners face at upper-intermediate level since they know enough vocabulary knowledge, but because of
unfamiliarity with appropriate reading strategies, they fail in comprehending the author’s intended meaning and
performing the reading task. In addition, the conventional mode of instructions for teaching reading
comprehension makes the process of reading a futile endeavor because teachers generally assess students’
reading competence by considering their performance of reading tasks and, therefore, the long process involved
in completing the tasks may be neglected.
The incorporation of technology into the education, particularly for Iranian L2 learners, promotes the importance
of investigating its impact on improving learning and teaching. There are few studies on the effect of Web-based
programs on teaching reading strategies. To the best of the researchers’ knowledge, almost no research has been
carried out on the effect of a Web-based condition, especially on training reading strategies to Iranian EFL
learners and comparing the reading comprehension process in different modalities of instruction. Additionally,
there has been little analysis of the effect of Web-based instruction on L2 students’ reading comprehension. Thus,
in our study, the influence of teaching reading strategies in a Web-based condition on L2 learners was tested to
describe the reading comprehension process.
2. Literature Review
2.1 Reading Comprehension
According to Vaughan (1984), reading is the ability to understand the writer’s intended meaning. Thus, recently
the attention on the nature of reading shift “from a focus on the product of reading (such as a score on reading
comprehension test) to an emphasis on determining the strategies that readers use in various reading contexts”
(Anderson, 1991, p. 466). Dubin and Bycino (1991) described reading as a conscious process in which readers’
background knowledge plays a key role in comprehending the text intended meaning. Nevertheless, some texts
need a long involved process, particularly for L2 learners at intermediate level (Coady, 1997). Such complex
texts highlight the requirements of applying appropriate reading strategies (e.g., scanning for detailed
information), since a lack of vocabulary and grammar knowledge causes the process of reading more challenging
and time- consuming for lower levels (Paran, 1996).
2.2 Learning Strategies
Learning strategies are those processes that individuals consciously do to make a breakthrough in reading
comprehending. Skilled L2 learners know how to think, what the requirements of a task are, and the capability to
use the appropriate strategy in order to accomplish a task and strengthen their own learning.
Researchers have commonly investigated what kind of reading strategies L2 learners utilize in the reading
process (e.g., Chinwonno, 2001; Huang, Chern, & Lin, 2009; Lin & Chen, 2006) and have found out the extent
of their influence on L2 learners’ reading comprehension. Several reading strategies have proved to be influential
in advancing L2 learners’ reading comprehension (Anderson, 2003; O’Malley & Chamot, 1990; Oxford, 1990,
2001), which include cognitive strategies such as repeating what one has learned, identifying and applying
regular patterns (i.e., identifying core sentences), as well as getting main ideas quickly by skimming and
scanning texts. In Oxford’s (1990) definition, “learning strategies are operations employed by the learner to
make learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, more self-directed, more effective, and more transferable to new
situation” (p. 8). She proposed another system of reading strategies in which she identified two types of reading
strategies: (1) Direct strategies that consist of cognitive strategies to understand the language and compensation
strategies in order to substitute for appropriate language in spite of language gaps, and (2) indirect strategies that
include metacognitive strategies to organize the learning process, affective strategies to control emotions, and
social strategies to collaborate learning.
2.3 General Reading Strategies
General text reading strategies refer to “the comprehension processes that readers use in order to make sense of
what they read. This process may involve skimming, scanning, guessing, recognizing cognates and word
families, reading for meaning, predicting, activating general knowledge, making inferences and separating main
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ideas from supporting ideas” (Barnett, 1988, p. 10). L2 research on learning strategies indicates the fact that
learners strengthen their reading comprehension skill by applying general reading strategies.
2.4 Web-Based Approaches
The huge variety of information available online makes it of high interest, easily available, and exploratory
learning for L2 learners at all levels, and it can be a valuable resource for reading programs. Teaching and
learning language can easily be enriched by the Internet. Due to the fact that the common language on the
Internet is English, it can be the best resource for L2 teachers and learners (Krashen, 2003). Coiro (2003)
indicates that the iterance of the Internet in instruction means that new ways of teaching and learning will change
L2 learners’ ability in reading comprehension.
According to Konishe (2003), easy access to authentic materials from the Internet makes teaching reading
comprehension more effective. The process of interacting with electronic texts requires particular “skills and
abilities beyond those required for the comprehension of conventional, linear print” (RAND Reading Study
Group, 2002, p. 14). According to Coiro (2003), the Internet makes it possible to interact with new reader
elements (e.g., new types of background knowledge, new purposes or motivations, high-level metacognitive
skills), new text formats (e.g., hypertext and interactive multiple media that require new thought processes), and
new activities (e.g., publishing multimedia projects, participating in online synchronous exchanges, verifying
credibility of images). Leu (2002) observes that, “the Internet has entered our classrooms faster than books,
television, computers, the telephone, or any other technology for information and communication” (p. 311).
Integrating this new convention in the instruction emphasizes the need for thoroughly inspecting its influence on
reading comprehension. Although the readily available literature on reading comprehension is considerable in
order to investigate how learners comprehend the text, there is not sufficient information of learners’
performance on hypertext reading comprehension (Aebersold & Field, 1997, Anderson, 1991; Bernhardt, 1991;
Grabe, 1991, 1999, 2009; Schwartz, 1984; Wolf, 1993a, 1993b). According to Corio and Dobler (2007), “little
empirical evidence has been gathered, particularly among adolescents, to support the claims that printed and
digital texts are distinctly different media requiring different cognitive processes” (p. 214).
The new formats of various contexts presented via the Internet indicate the different ways of reading
comprehension. As Chifari et al. (2010) argue, “this situation highlights a rapid change in the nature of reading
so that the online domain requires a different reading literacy from traditional ones and change of perspective in
the dynamics of reading comprehension” (p. 491).
2.5 Teacher Role
Application of Web-based learning programs necessitates the emergency of clarifying the new roles of teachers
and students. Shelton, Lane, and Waldhart (1999) claim that L2 teachers should act like facilitators, rather than
distributors of new knowledge to their students. It is essential for a Web-based teacher to be a facilitator. Easton
(2003) indicates that Web-based teaching is not about “putting up a Website or turning one’s lectures into text
and then stepping back” (p. 89) because this approach has no effect on learning. Wallace (2003) described the
role of the Web-based teacher in which communication and interaction among the teacher and students is in
center.
Salmon (2000) introduced an approach for teaching and learning in Web-based condition that includes five
elements: availability, network socialization, interaction, elevating knowledge, and, professional development.
Berg and Collins (1995) described the teaching qualification in a Web-based environment as writing skills,
technical knowledge, virtual world construction, and supporting students in virtual communication. Wallace
(2003) illustrated some basic tasks for the Web-based teacher: materials developer, communication with students,
providing students with feedback, and evaluating their progress. She emphasized that stimulating class
discussion activities and presenting lecture are essential in a Web-based condition. Berge and Collins (1995),
Paulsen (1995), and Mason (1991) illustrated three key roles for teachers in a Web-based condition: (1)
managing the training course, (2) establishing communication, and (3) developing creativity in ways of teaching.
Leu et al. (2004) state that it is challenging for L2 teachers to guide their students through Web-based
environments because they are richer and more complex than the printed materials. These new environments
make richer and more challenging opportunities for L2 students/teachers. There is a common question among L2
teachers: Whether the new literacies are “traditional skills being used in new environments” (Boling, 2008, p.
90).
2.6 Hypertext Reading Strategy
According to Salmeron, Canas, Kintsch, and Fajardo (2004), hypertext reading strategy is “the decision rule that
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a reader follows to navigate through the different nodes of a hypertext” (p. 5). A new way of reading is required
for reading hypertexts in contrast to standard linear texts. A text had typically a linear format in which there is
one way to progress through the text. Readers should start at the beginning of the text and continue to the end.
However, information in hypertexts is presented in a semantic network in which all the sections of the text are
connected to each other.
Chavangklang (2008) investigated the effect of call reading strategy training of Thai collage EFL learners on
hypertext comprehension. This study applied tree-stage L2 cognitive theory (Anderson, 1999) for teaching
general and hypertext strategies. It was found that participants performed significantly better at reading tasks
after receiving a CALL-based program.
Dail (2004) found out that 10th-grade English L2 learners who were studying arts applied two strategies while
reading via the Internet: Hypertext strategy students applied a number of strategies when reading the hypertexts.
The two strategies were (1) hypertext reading strategy including navigation strategy and scrolling the pages, and
(2) general strategies consisting of note taking by hand, summing the information up, skimming strategy, and
referring to previous knowledge.
The above review on hypertext reading strategies indicates that L2 students utilize general text reading strategies
that include cognitive and metacognitive strategies to read hypertexts along with navigational strategies
(Anderson, 2003; Dail, 2004; Ganderson, 1998; Konishi, 2003).
3. Research Methods
3.1 Participants
The participants were 30 out of 42 Persian-speaking students who were selected in line with their scores on the
Oxford Placement Test (OPT, Allen, 1992) in a language school in Isfahan, Iran. The participants were 15-18
years old and all were female. They were identified to be at upper-intermediate level. They all had more than 3
years of experience in using computers and the Internet for studying and entertainment goals. The reasons for
selecting the upper-intermediate level were that, firstly, such group was a comparatively large number of L2
learners. Secondly, the lower level may not have been able to employ the reading strategies effectively to
comprehend the hypertexts because they have a limited knowledge of grammar and vocabulary to comprehend
hypertext; thus, more time and effort may be needed in terms of applying L2 reading strategies.Thirdly,
advanced groups have already made up the necessary knowledge for appropriately applying L2 reading
strategies; therefore, they may not need to participate in a training program. Lastly, the upper-intermediate
learners are more interested and motivated to achieve academic success. All the participants were assigned to 1
experimental group in order to limit the (possible) effect of other variables on the results of the study. The
experimental group was exposed to explicit training through a Web-based condition. A communicative approach
with an emphasis on real communication was followed in the class. The teaching methodology included
consciousness-raising tasks using a text from the Internet, followed by teacher-to-student discussions about the
applied strategies. The participants were required to explain and verbalize their employed strategies.
3.2 Procedure
This study was based on the cognitive theory proposed by Anderson (1993), according to which L2 learning
proceeds through three stages: Cognitive, associative, and autonomous stages that were practical for reading
strategy training in our study. The stages of note taking, skimming, and inferring, and using context clues of
Anderson’s cognitive theory were applied in this study to teach the participants to apply the reading strategies.
At the outset of the study, a homogenizing OPT test was given to the learners to select a comparable sample from
among 42 learners who were studying English at a language school in Isfahan, Iran. The sample was assigned to
1 experimental group. The participants followed the reading strategies training for 20-hr; they attended classes
twice a week for about 2-hr each session. The teaching process started with note taking, skimming, and inferring,
and using context clues carried out in the Web-based condition via the three phases of Anderson’s cognitive
theory (1993): The cognitive stage was the first stage of the program: The teacher explicitly explained about the
strategies (e.g., skimming) and how to use such strategies. The participants were asked to verbalize and apply the
reading strategies to a reading task after the training. The participants in the associative stage (i.e., the second
stage) completed the tasks independently and practiced for fluency. They used each reading strategy in reading
the hypertexts. In this stage, they were supported by the teacher when they made a mistake in completing the
tasks. And, the participants in the autonomous stage (i.e., the third stage) were skilled enough to apply all the
reading strategies independently for reading the hypertexts, and they independently completed the practice.
The data were collected through the following methods: To conduct the study, firstly the OPT was used in order
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to homogenize the participants. Secondly, pre/posttraining questionnaires, partly adopted from Anderson (2002),
was applied. The questionnaires had 10 questions asking about how frequently the participants used reading
strategies in comprehendig the hypertexts. The questionnaires were on a 5-point Likert scale: 1 (I never do this)
and 5 (I always do this).
Next, to examine the effect of the program on comprehending the hypertexts, the tests were taken from the
following Website: www.agendaweb.org. The tests contained three passages followed by three questions, which
took 30 min to complete. The pre/posttests of the hypertext reading were administered in a Web-based condition.
The participants were required to read the passage from the Website but answer the questions on the paper.
At the outset of the treatment, a paper-based pretest was administered to the participants in the traditional
condition. The purpose of the pretest was to properly assess the learners’ achievement in reading comprehension.
The pretest was taken from the following Website: www.toefl.com. The test consisted of three readings,
followed by five multiple-choice questions. It took 50 min to complete the test. The scores from the pretest were
used for comparing with the scores from the posttest. After the treatment, a posttest was completed by the
participants .The posttest was taken from the same Website. The level of both the pretest and posttest were
appropriate for upper- intermediate level. The objective of the tests corresponded to the objectives of the reading
strategies.
Finally, the participants were required to simply answer to an open-ended questionnaire regarding the
effectiveness of the Web-based condition on learning strategies and their attitudes towards the training. The
questionnaire was adopted from Soonthornmanne (2002) and was slightly modified to conform to the objectives
of the study.
4. Findings
4.1 Findings from Hypertext Reading Comprehension
For analyzing the three sets of the scores in this study, a paired samples t test was used. Table 1 displays the
descriptive results of comparing the pretest and the posttest of the sample:
Table 1. Descriptive statistics for comparing pretest and posttest scores of reading comprehension under the
hypertext condition
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

Pretest

30

4.96

1.62

.29

Posttest

30

6.30

1.74

.31

Table 1 shows that the participants’ mean score on the pretest (M = 4.96) was less than that of the posttest (M =
6.30). In order to see if the difference was significant, Table 2 should be consulted:
Table 2. Results of paired samples t test for comparing pretest and posttest scores of reading comprehension
under the hypertext condition
Paired Differences
Mean
Pretest-Posttest

-1.33

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

1.74

.31

95% Confidence Interval of
the Difference
Lower

Upper

-1.98

-.68

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

-4.17

29

.000

As shown in Table 2, there was a significant difference between the pretest (M = 4.96, SD = 1.62) and posttest
scores (M = 6.30, SD = 1.74), t (29) = -4.17, p = .000 (two-tailed).
4.2 Findings from the Questionnaire
To find out whether there was a noticeable change in the degree of frequency of the participants’ reading
strategies usage in comprehending the hypertexts prior to and after the treatment, a paired samples t test was run.
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As shown in Table 3, all the subsections were separately compared:
Table 3. Descriptive statistics for comparing the pretraining and posttraining questionnaire data
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

30
30

7.83
8.00

.59
.00

.10
.00

30
30

8.20
14.23

5.00
2.32

.91
.42

30
30

1.23
2.60

2.09
2.52

.38
.46

Context Clues — Posttraining

30
30

3.93
6.93

2.54
1.70

.46
.31

Total — Pretraining Questionnaire
Total — Posttraining Questionnaire

30
30

21.20
31.76

5.96
4.43

1.08
.80

Note Taking — Pretraining
Note Taking — Posttraining
Skimming — Pretraining
Skimming — Posttraining
Inferring — Pretraining
Inferring — Posttraining
Context Clues — Pretraining

A more detailed look at the figures presented in the four sections of the questionnaire—and in the questionnaire
as a whole—differences could be seen between the participants’ frequency range of using reading strategies in
comprehending the hypertexts. However, to find out whether the differences provide statistically meaningful data
or not, one needs to look down the Sig. (2-tailed) column in Table 4:
Table 4. Results of paired samples t test for comparing the pretraining and posttraining questionnaire data
Paired Differences
Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

95% Confidence Interval of
the Difference
Lower

Upper

t

df

Sig.
(2-tailed)

Note Taking

-.16

.59

.10

-.38

.05

-1.54

29

.13

Skimming

-6.03

4.99

.91

-7.90

-4.16

-6.60

29

.000

Inferring

-1.36

1.95

.35

-2.09

-.63

-3.82

29

.001

Context Clues

-3.00

2.58

.47

-3.96

-2.03

-6.35

29

.000

Total
Questionnaire

-0.56

6.30

1.15

-12.91

-8.21

-9.18

29

.000

Because the p-value is greater than the alpha level (.13 > .05) for the not-taking subsection of the questionnaire,
it could be argues that the difference was less marked between the participants in applying this strategy in the
pretraining (M = 7.83, SD =.59) and posttraining (M = 8.00, SD = .00) questionnaires, t (29) = -1.54.
As to the skimming strategy, the frequency range of reading strategy use of the participants in a Web-based
condition underwent significant changes because the p-value under the Sig. (2-tailed) column in front of this
strategy is .000, which is less than 0.05. A substantial change in the degree of frequency among the participants
towards the use of inferring and using context clues strategies in the pretraining and posttraining questionnaires
were also observed due to the fact that the p-values for these two strategies are .001 and .000, respectively.
Finally, considering the whole questionnaire as a composite measure, the participants’ familiarity and usage of
reading strategies in the pretraining questionnaire (M = 21.20, SD = 5.96) were significantly different from their
familiarity and usage in the posttraining questionnaire (M = 31.76, SD = 4.43), t(29) = -9.18, p = .000.
4.3 Findings from the Reading Comprehension Test
The third research question of the current study was formulated to investigate whether reading strategy training
in a Web-based condition enhances L2 learners’ reading comprehension skill. To this end, a paired samples t test
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was applied again. Table 5 displays the descriptive statistics for this analysis:
Table 5. Descriptive statistics for comparing pretest and posttest scores of the paper-based test
N

Mean

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

Pretest

30

9.86

2.47

.45

Posttest

30

10.83

2.74

.50

It can be seen that the participants’ mean score on the posttest (M = 10.83) is larger than that of the pretest (M =
9.86). To see whether the difference is statistically meaningful, one should look at the Sig. (2-tailed) column in
the Table 6:
Table 6. Results of paired samples t test for comparing pretest and posttest scores of the paper-based test
Paired Differences

Mean

Pretest-Posttest

-1.33

Std. Deviation

1.74

Std. Error
Mean

.31

95%
Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower

Upper

-1.98

-.68

t

df

-4.17

29

Sig.
(2-tailed)

.000

Given the fact that the p-value is less than the significance level (.04 < .05), we can conclude that the difference
between the participants’ pretest scores (M = 9.86, SD = 2.47) and their posttest scores (M = 10.83, SD = 2.74) t
(29) = -2.09 in the paper-based condition is significant.
5. Discussion
As mentioned earlier, there has been little research on the effect of a Web-based program on the reading
strategies training on L2 learners’ hypertext reading comprehension. As far as the background to the study
supports, most previous research investigated whether teaching reading strategy (i.e., in a paper-based format)
would increase students’ reading comprehension. Some other studies either compared the effects of teaching
reading strategies via the Internet (Theodorou, 2006) or in a traditional instruction.
Other studies (Kang, 2000; Singhal, 2001; Theodorou, 2006) investigated whether students taught via a
Web-based program had positive attitudes/opinion towards learning in such a condition. Several researchers (e.g.,
Aydin, 2002; Slate, Manuel, & Brinson, 2002; Usun, 2003) also investigated the attitudes of undergraduate and
graduate L2 students towards Internet-based learning. Their findings showed that the students generally had
positive attitudes towards Web-based English learning/teaching. It is, therefore, difficult to find enough
supporting research in the field of Web-based training for the present study in order to support its effectiveness.
This study initially investigated the effect of a program on hypertext comprehension, and it was secondly was an
attempt to gain deeper insights into L2 learners’ frequent use of reading strategies in a Web-based condition, and
the third goal of this study was to find out the (possible) influence of instruction on the reading comprehension
skill, and the final goal was to investigate the participants’ self-assessment and attitudes towards the program.
Apropos of the first purpose of the study, a more detailed analysis of the pretest and posttest scores showed that
Web-based reading strategies training to L2 learners is an efficacious method of helping them improve their
hypertext reading comprehension. The results of the first aim of the study are in line with the findings of
previous research (Anderson, 2003; Chou, 1992; Ganderson, 1998; Namphadorn, 2007; Simthamnimit, 2004;
Suwanabubpha, 2006; Thanasuntornrerk, 2004).
The findings related to the second aim of present study revealed that the training provided by the teacher
contributes to a higher frequency of reading strategy usage in the hypertext condition. In order to find out
whether the number of the points for each reading strategy was because of the training, the data obtained from
each reading strategy was analyzed separately, and the achievements of each subsection was briefly explained.
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As for note-taking strategy, we can conclude that there was not a substantial difference between the application
of this strategy in the pretraining and the posttraining questionnaires. The findings revealed that the participants
applied this strategy before the training. Under this circumstances, it can be justified that they were familiar with
note-taking strategies because the note-taking strategy is commonly applied in low-level proficiency.
According to the results obtained from pretest and posttest of the skimming strategy, the frequency of applying
this strategy by the participants underwent significant changes. This is due to the fact that they found this
strategy useful in recognizing the main idea of the reading texts quickly. The outcomes of this section correlate
well with the results by Chou (1992) who found out that the learners had applied the skimming strategy after the
treatment in order to progress through the hypertexts.
Regarding the inferring subsection, the findings show that the participants’ application of this strategy in the
pretraining and the posttraining questionnaires were significant, too. Hence, one could conclude that the
participants’ use of this strategy in hypertext reading comprehension increased remarkably after the training.
Considering the findings related to the context clues subsection, it can be argues that the participants improved in
practicing how to apply this strategy effectively (e.g., guessing the meaning of a new word without looking up in
a dictionary).
The above findings of the general reading strategies (e.g., skimming and context clues) support the findings by
Anderson (2003) in which the researcher concluded that the learners had employed general reading strategies
(i.e., cognitive strategies) that include skimming and context clues to read the hypertexts. The findings are also
consistent with the results by Ganderson (1998) and Dail (2004) who indicated that the learners had used general
and hypertext reading strategies like skimming, navigation strategies, and context clues, to read the hypertexts.
Compering the results of each section separately, we can see that there was a slight difference in the degree of
frequency of the participants’ application of these strategies. To sum up, inferring strategy was difficult for the
participants in comparison to other strategies. Suggesting longer and more complicated lessons can improve L2
Learners’ comprehension. Moreover, persuading L2 students to practice and utilize this strategy extensively will
promote their familiarity.
Finally, considering the whole questionnaire as a composite measure, the achievement showed a high frequency
of the participants’ application of reading strategies in comprehending the hypertexts. In a nutshell, this lesson
was very useful in improving hypertext reading strategies.
The third focus of the present study was on the effect of training on the participants’ reading comprehension skill.
Whereas the statistics showed that the participants’ reading comprehension scores were not considerably high
when they received the treatment in a Web-based condition, a rapid level of improvement took place in their
posttest. The results of this study support to the ones by Simthamnimit (2004), Suwanabubph (2002), and
Naphadorn (2007) that revealed that the learners were able to do better in reading comprehension after they had
learned the reading strategies through CALL lessons.
To recap the participants’ attitudes towards the Web-based program, they mostly had positive opinions towards
the instruction. The reasons that they gave support the results of the current study. The findings as to the
participants’ opinions are in line with the findings in Kang (2000), Singhal (2001), and Theodorou (2006) in
which the learners taught via a Web-based program had positive attitudes towards learning in such an
environment. Studies investigating the opinion of undergraduate and graduate EFL students towards
Internet-based learning (Aydin, 2007; Slate, Manuel, & Brinson, 2002; Usun, 2003) also found that the students
generally had positive opinions towards Internet-based English learning/teaching.
6. Conclusion
Based upon the result of the present study, we found out that after Web-based reading strategy instruction, the
experimental group performed better with regard to their reading tasks. Furthermore, the data obtained from
questionnaires showed their higher level of improvement in reading strategy usage. Overall, the experimental
group had positive attitudes towards Web-based reading strategy instruction.
The finding of the current study have made some valuable contributions towards the subject of integrating
Web-based approaches into English pedagogy. A thorough look into the findings may clear these contributions.
The main focus of this study was exclusively on exposing the participants to appropriate reading strategies in
comprehending English texts in a Web-based condition. First of all, many of the problems associated with
reading comprehension were mainly related to lack of reading strategies knowledge, lack of easy access to
interesting materials, and lack of flexibility in the use of some features (e.g., table of contents and indexes)
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automatically. So, it can be suggested that integrating Web-based approaches into instruction will unravel many
problems that are related to reading comprehension.
Considering the findings of the present study may lead the readers to the great benefits of applying useful
reading strategies in a Web-based environment with the aim of improving L2 learners’ reading comprehension.
The first consideration is that providing L2 learners with online materials enhances their motivation in
progressing through different nodes of hypertexts. Moreover, a Web-based condition has the advantage of better
time-management and provides L2 learners with authentic materials according to their needs and interest.
A wide range of Web-based environments will not only develop a better understanding of the learning process,
but also changes L2 teachers’ attitudes and behaviors in relation to advantages of integrating technology into
instruction.
As the application of the Web-based program in teaching English is widespread, some implications are realized.
There can be no doubt that in this new environment, both teachers and students will face some challenges.
Clearly, this program provides a new way of teaching and learning. It is believed that integrating the Internet into
the curriculum provides the most exciting and useful aid for L2 teachers and learners. Unlike standard linear
texts, online texts present a new way to read in which the readers have many flexibilities.
In a Web-based program, there is still a dearth of research. The following suggestions, based largely on the
results of this study, are proposed for future research. Firstly, replication of this study with different English
proficiency levels is necessary in order to conclusively support the usefulness of a Web-based condition.
Secondly, a comparative study of the learning achievement in the traditional condition and the Web-based
condition should be carried out to find out the effectiveness of the study. Thirdly, a similar program can also
carried out in distance Web-based condition in order to be compared with the traditional condition. We
investigated the effects of Web-based instruction on teaching reading strategies; future research of this type
should include other language skills (e.g., listening) and language components such as grammar and vocabulary.
Moreover, the participants in the present study were tested for their hypertext and paper-based reading
comprehension conditions to determine the effect of the Web-based program. It would be interesting to
investigate how long this program is retained. Future research should, therefore, use a delayed posttest (e.g., one
month after the training) to investigate the retention of the learning program, if any. In addition, L2 learners’
attitudes towards applying reading strategies in a Web-based condition are also worth investigating in order to
provide clear insights for materials developers.
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